Evening parties or functions
Ride In is very happy to host all sorts of functions.
If you wish to have a birthday/baby shower/ hen’s party or anything else at Ride In, we ask just a few
conditions so everyone is on the same page on the day of the function.
If you’ve been to the café you know we try and be a very relaxed place and try our very best to cater for
everyone, so bearing that in mind if you wish to set up before we’re closed for the day, please check that the
timing is fine to do so, as we do occasionally have clientele until 16:30 - 17:00.
Function/Party hrs. are from 18:00 – 24:00 (music or entertainment finished by 23:30) and partygoers out by
midnight, clearing and cleaning to be done by 24:30.
There is a R500 charge for every 15 mins if the party goes past midnight.
If you wish to have a late afternoon, early evening gathering, arrangements can be made.
Charges/Fee’s
We do charge a venue fee for evening functions/parties of R4000; this is for the stoep, garden and inside
restaurant area. (& Toilets) + R1000 damage deposit. (Refundable the following day)
Ride In catering
We can do food, so please discuss food options with Gavin; we can do - braais, buffets, platters, seated meals
etc.
We will send you a menu and costing after discussing.
We also have to hire in waiting staff, how many depends on the size of the party and the type of service for the
evening. Rate R85p/h plus transport
We also hire all plates/cup/glasses/knives/forks/spoons (from ten of cups)
To also use the inside café area and dish washing facilities, is an additional R2500, usually when Ride In does
the catering. (this only includes dish washing facilities and bar area)
We don’t allow outside caterers in our kitchens.
Food
We much prefer that if you’re hiring just the gardens, you do your own catering, or bring in outside caterers.
Drinks
We can do a cash bar for the evening or you can BYO, for BYO there is a corkage charge of R500 for the evening
(when using the inside café area)
If you wish to cover the drinks costs for evening you can run a tab to be settled at the end.
Please communicate how you wish to do it, also to your guests.

Important Note!

We ask that all tables/chairs to be back in its original location at the end of the evening.
(There is a R500 charge for leaving the place un-tidy and not back to its original state)
We also ask that you come in before hand to discuss all plans.
We can hire in almost anything you might need, from lighting, patio heaters to bouncy castles to tents.
Please also note that a 10% service charge will be added to main bill when using the café facilities.

